
Widen the four legs as shown in the diagram(Fig 3)

IMPORTANT.RETAIN FOR FUTURE
REFERENCE .READ CAREFULLY.

HOW	  TO	  SET	  UP	  YOUR	  TRAVEL	  COT

Unzip and remove  carry bag(fig 1),then remove
the mattress base by unfastening the velcro
straps(fig 2), and take out the travel cot

Put the mattress  base into the travel cot,and fix
the velcro fasteners under the mattress on to the
travel cot base.(fig6)

Push up the centre folding lever down wards
until it locks in position (fig 5)

Note: The difference in the size of the "V"
made by the short and long rails.

(fig4) Starting with the shorter sides,pull up
quickly  in the centre of each rail to lock them in
place .(1)
(fig4) Pull upward the long rail from the middle
joint until they lock into flat position.
Note: Rail locks are in the centre of each rail.
Enclosed by fabric.



How to use the zipper entrance on the travel cot

The joint of rail must go downward both sides
as show(fig 9)

If the joint of rail goes downward only one side
(fig 10), then to repeat previous steps required,
until the way comes correctly.

Arrange the four legs properly and then cover
the travel cot with the  mattress base fasten it by
velcro straps as shown in the diagram.(fig11
&fig12)

HOW TO FOLD YOUR TRAVEL COT

Remove the mattress base the travel cot and pull
the center folding lever upwards minimum 2/3
position(fig 7)

Press the button of center joint of the four hand
rails and press down to a "V" position.(Fig 8)

Note: before pressing the button, pull up the
center joint of uprails.



Unzip the entrance, then the child can go 
in and out .
Warning: Do not leave the child unattended
when he is playing in the travel cot.

Fig 13

How to use the wheels of travel cot

The travel cot is assembled with two feet and two
wheels.Pull up the short hand rails at the feet side,   
then move the cot. (Fig 14)

child inside!
Fig 14

WARNING 
1. WARNING: Be aware of the risk of open fire and other sources of strong heat, such as electric bar fires, gas 
,fires,etc. in the near vicinity of the cot.
2. Warning: Do not use the cot if any part is broken, torn of missing and use only spare parts approved by the 
manufacturer.
3.Warning: Do not leave anything in the cot or place the cot close to another product, which would provided a 
foothold or present a danger of suffocation of strangulation, eg. Strings, blind/curtain cords.etc.
4.The cot is ready to use, only when the lcoking mechanism are engaged and to  check carefully  that they are 
fully engaged before using the folding cot.
5. The lowest position  is the safest and that the base should always be used in that position as soon as  the baby  
is old enough to sit up.
6.If you leave the child unattended in the cot. Always make sure that the movable  side is closed.
7.All assembly  fittings should always be tightened properly  and that fittings should be checked regularly and 
retightened  as necessary.
8. To prevent necessary injury  from falls that when the child is able to climb out of the cot, the cot shall no 
longer be used for that child.

Maintenance
1. If you use the cot outdoors, please clean all parts thoroughly after each use.
2.To clean use soapy water or soft cleaning detergent, Handwash the bag with soapy water. Do not iron, do not 
bleach.

Warning: Do not move the cot while the
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